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Awareness that our planet is a self-supporting biosphere with sunlight as its major source of energy for life
has resulted in a long-term historical fascination with the workings of self-supporting ecological systems.
However, the studies of such systems have never entered the canon of ecological or evolutionary tools and
instead, have led a fringe existence connected to life support system engineering and space travel. We
here introduce a framework for a renaissance in biospherics based on the study of matter-closed, energy-
open ecosystems at a microbial level (microbial biospherics). Recent progress in genomics, robotics, and
sensor technology makes the study of closed systems now much more tractable than in the past, and we
argue that the time has come to emancipate the study of closed systems from this fringe context and bring
them into a mainstream approach for studying ecosystem processes. By permitting highly replicated long-term
studies, especially on predetermined and simplified systems, microbial biospheres offer the opportunity to test
and develop strong hypotheses about ecosystem function and the ecological and evolutionary determinants of
long-term system failure or persistence. Unlike many sciences, ecosystem ecology has never fully embraced a
reductionist approach and has remained focused on the natural world in all its complexity. We argue that a
reductionist approach to ecosystem ecology, using microbial biospheres, based on a combination of theory
and the replicated study of much simpler self-enclosed microsystems could pay huge dividends.

matter-closed systems | biospherics | biogeochemistry | self-sustaining systems

The acid test of our understanding is not whether
we can take ecosystems to bits on paper, how-
ever scientifically, but whether we can put them
together in practice and make them work.

Bradshaw (1)

The study of enclosed systems has long fascinated
biologists. An early example is the aquarium of
Warington (2) which, in 1851, achieved an “admirable bal-
ance sustained between the animal and vegetable
kingdom” and inspired Justus von Liebig to create his
“World in a jar” (Liebigsche Welt im Glase) (3). More
recent pioneers of materially closed systems were Fol-
some andHanson (4), who achievedmultiple-year stabil-
ity in laboratory systems based onpondwater organisms.
Another spectacular example is the Biosphere-2 project,
an experiment to create a self-sustaining environment
for humans by recreating in miniature the planet’s eco-
systems (5). A common feature of these systems is that

they are materially closed but energy open in that
light energy enters the system, but matter exchange
with the surroundings is not permitted; only heat loss
is allowed.

Nowadays, studies on completely closed systems
are rarely done and only play a minor role in the
ecological literature. Even several decades ago, Taub
(6) in her review lamented that closed systems
are hardly ever used in ecological experimentation.
Indeed, some of the more recent examples of self-
sustaining communities have been developed by
biophysicists with an interest in the stochasticity of
population processes (7, 8). There may bemany reasons
for a lack of interest in closed systems. Most of the
literature on matter-closed systems has been a spe-
cialized niche field, strongly associated not with un-
derstanding ecosystem function in nature but with
engineering life support systems for space travel or
large projects for self-sustainability of humans in
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enclosed spaces (9). While the study of life support systems is
crucial to future space travel, in this article we argue that it is im-
portant to emancipate the major rationale for closed-ecosystem
studies from this restrictive domain.

Within population and community ecology, there has also
been a focus away from the study of local systems toward
nonequilibrium ideas encapsulated in concepts, such as meta-
communities and community coalescence, where there is ex-
change of species and matter between local habitats. The study of
materially closed systems therefore seems to run counter to
influential concepts in modern ecological theory. Nevertheless,
many feedbacks and interactions in microbial systems are highly
local. For example, in the microbial habitat of a biofilm or a soil
aggregate, local metabolic products, including gases, are not
readily exchanged with the surrounding matrix because of strong
limitations on diffusion. An extreme signature of this is that the
interiors of soil aggregates tend to be anaerobic, even though a
few dozen micrometers away the soil air contains ambient
amounts of oxygen (10). Within biofilms, microbial consortia also
experience highly localized environments (11).

Experimental studies of materially closed systems with known
and defined biotic and abiotic components have the potential to
address important and fundamental questions in biology. The
early closed systems were complex and undefined (e.g., using
unsterilized pond water) and often poorly replicated, and their
initial states and outcomes were difficult to quantify even in terms
of species composition (12). In contrast to studies of completely
closed systems, microcosm experiments continue to play a major
role in microbial ecology and evolution, including classical de-
signs, such as chemostats (13), Winogradsky columns (14), batch
bioreactors (15), or long-term serial transfer experiments (16). It is
to these designs that we envision adding completely closed sys-
tems. Such systems include a unique dimension in that light is
typically the one source of energy, and only dissipative heat loss
is allowed; they are completely matter closed. They therefore are
crucial to understanding ecosystem processes, such as nutrient
cycling, where quantitative, dynamic feedbacks for supporting life
cannot be short circuited. Such closed systems are likely to be
most tractable with microorganisms, and therefore, we use the
collective term “microbial biospherics” for this approach, but de-
signs could include protozoans, nematodes, or even Drosophila
as the question may demand.

The main advantage of microbial systems is that they can be
highly replicated andmaintained over many years with a minimum
of effort. Historically, almost all highly replicated systems in-
vestigated have been relatively small and aquatic (5, 6), but solid
substrates would offer opportunities to examine aspects of spatial
structure. Likely, such systems would be seeded with known
strains and substrates, incubated under defined conditions, and
as far as possible, instrumented with sensors and sampling ports.
Sampling may violate closure of the system, but this can also be
circumvented by replicating such systems and sampling them de-
structively at predetermined intervals. There are examples of this
approach (17) but not on a scale that is now made possible by
robotics to set up and seed large numbers of replicate systems (18).

Approaches involving closed ecosystems are likely to be highly
diverse, because they should be question driven and can be
integrated with and supported by other microcosm experiments.
We envisage microbial biospherics as an area of investigation at
the intersection of various established disciplines, including
community ecology, experimental evolution, ecosystem ecology,
and life support system engineering (Fig. 1). The study of such

closed systems also has a place in the teaching of ecology. One
simple challenge of “how would you construct a self-sustaining
ecosystem?” directly introduces students to the basic principles of
ecology and keeps concerns about our planet at center point.

One Species—One Ecosystem?
To highlight the potential value of studying closed systems, we
initially posit the simple question of how many species would
need to be in such a system for it to show a reasonable level of
persistence. Could one species alone (one autotroph, for exam-
ple) persist in such a system? This is what might be termed the
“one species–one ecosystem” hypothesis. To our knowledge,
such a simple question seems never to have been asked, even
though “one-species ecosystems” have been posited to exist.
Thus, Chivian et al. (19) analyzed the encoded proteins and their
functions in the sulfate-reducing chemoautotrophic bacterium
Desulforudis audaxviator. They tentatively suggested that it had
“the entire biological component of a simple ecosystem within a
single genome” (19), including heterotrophy and recycling of
dead cells. Is a one-species ecosystem possible?

A few simple, obvious ecological considerations of a closed
system with one species of autotroph illustrate conditions where
this might be plausible. First, resources required for growth and
reproduction need to be recyclable. Second, such resources
cannot enter into an “unavailable” (completely sequestered)
pool; otherwise, resources eventually decline to zero, and the
system can no longer maintain life. Simple, well-known theory (20,
21) helps illustrate these issues. Consider N individuals of a spe-
cies and one resource R. Let c1 be the uptake rate of the resource
and c2 be the rate of release of the resource back from the or-
ganism to the environment via decomposition (of, say, dead in-
dividuals). Let b be the conversion rate of the resource into
offspring and d be the death rate. Then, the rate of change of
these 2 components is given by

dN=dt=bc1R N−d  N [1a]

dR=dt=−c1R N+ c2d  N. [1b]

In such a system, for population increase, R has to be greater
than d/b c1 (i.e., a minimum initial amount of resources is neces-
sary for the system to function). This equation, analogous to the

Fig. 1. A framework for “Microbial Biospherics,” the study of matter-
closed, energy-open microbial ecosystems, which can be viewed as
drawing on improved methodologies to experimentally address a
range of processes and their interaction in self-sustaining systems.
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Lotka–Volterra predator-prey model, predicts “neutral limit cy-
cles” such that resource and population abundance oscillate,
eventually (by chance variation) leading to R below the threshold
when the system dies out.

Such a system can, however, be stabilized in a number of ways.
For example, if light reaching each individual is reduced as the
population grows (for example, by self-shading), then modifying
Eq. 1, we get

dN=dt=b  c1RðL− c3NÞN−d  N [2a]

dR=dt=−c1R N+ c2d  N, [2b]

where L is the light input and c3N is its decline with population
size. This is essentially the classic model of population growth
under limited resources but with return of the resource to an
available pool. Such a system also illustrates the importance of
decomposer dynamics in ecosystem cycles, as now the equi-
librium R and N increase with increasing rate of return, c2, of
dead material to the decomposer pool.

An assumption of these examples is that the organism has the
enzymatic capacities to digest its own excretory or dead material,
andwhile this has been suggested in the case ofDesulforudis (19), it
may be unusual given the high level of specialization in most au-
totrophs. However, many autotrophs have some heterotroph ability
(22), and even classic microbial autotrophs, such as the cyanobac-
teria, have alternative metabolic activities that have been detected
through functional interpretation of genomic data (23).

We give these theoretical examples not to prove that they
work in nature but to show that, for even the simplest real-world
ecosystem, we do not know the number and kind of species that
are needed for system persistence. The equations that we present
also emphasize that, even in the simplest ecosystem, determining
the reasons for persistence may not be intuitive and certainly
cannot usefully be explained by generalizations, such as an ability
to recycle resources or biodiversity. Even if decomposers are in-
cluded in the system, can resources be recycled sufficiently and
completely? If they enter any kind of “unavailable” pool, even at a
slow rate, the system will eventually fail (in the sense that no living
organisms will persist). In some of the longest (multigenerational)
closed-system experiments carried out to date (8, 24), the abun-
dance of organisms showed a steady decline over several months.
We do not know if such declines will be typical of closed systems
or how they might be circumvented.

Methodological Approaches
Early studies of biospheres typically used complex, undefined communities
designed to mimic natural environments, but ignorance of species composition
and clear measurable parameters limited interpretation of outcomes. The most
important changes that now make the study of self-enclosed systems exciting
are that they have become highly feasible due to advances in high-throughput
sequencing, sensor technology, and robotics.

High-throughput sequencing has opened huge doors in that we can now
monitor changes in the composition of microbial communities over time using
various tools that were unavailable to the early closed-system pioneers (e.g.,
barcoding, transcriptomics, proteomics, quantitative PCR). Such tools can be
used to study changes in species composition or to confirm species composition
and importantly, identify contamination. They can be used to study genetic
changes within species, especially in microorganisms such as bacteria where
changes can be increasingly interpreted to metabolic function and phenotype.

Advances in sensor technology, particularly optical chemical sensors, now
provide nondestructive monitoring of system state, with progressive miniaturi-
zation, sensitivity, and reduction in cost (25, 26). Advances in detection are not
restricted to environmental components but also include in situ biological
monitoring, some of the most striking being the use of fluorescence of

genetically modified strains to detect change in the abundance of the or-
ganisms in situ (24).

Robotics can now generate multiple replicate cultures, and while we know of
no application of this to closed systems, such robotic approaches now permit
the study of processes in experimental microcosms on a large scale and with
thousands of replicates (18). None of these approaches are simple, and they will
continue to challenge our ingenuity. However, there is a generational difference
between what is possible now and what was available in the days of the early
biosphere pioneers.

Toward Hypothesis Testing
Persistence and System Failure. Investigating the factors that
determine the persistence or failure of closed systems is in-
trinsically challenging to our understanding of how ecosystems
function and directly impinges on the design of life support
systems. The ability of robotics to create multiple self-enclosed
microcosms opens up the exciting possibility of studying survi-
vorship curves of whole ecosystems, analogous to the study of
senescence and aging of individuals (Fig. 2). For example, if the
ecosystem generates an unavailable pool of an essential resource,
we might predict an accelerating ecosystem mortality rate (Type I
survivorship curve) as nutrients reach critically low levels. In such
systems, transient dynamics should show a steady decline in
abundance of the components, with the higher trophic levels
failing first. A convex survivorship curve with early failure and
subsequent long-term persistence (Type III) would be seen if the
dynamics were unstable due to initial conditions far from equi-
librium or if they were subsequently stabilized by evolutionary
change. Knowledge of component processes, in terms of energy,
nutrients, metabolic efficiency, and population dynamics, should
make it possible to predict and test the causes of such instability
by varying inputs and conditions.

A challenge in studying system persistence is to operationally
define “failure” and to design straightforward indicators to

Fig. 2. System failure can be an integral aspect of microbial
biospherics, with the system following survivorship curves analogous
to those for individuals; estimating such survivorship curves will
necessitate extensive replication at the level of the microbial
biosphere. The different survivorship curves imply different
mechanisms leading to system failure. Type I survivorship curve might
result from locking up of nutrients in nonrecycled pools, Type II may
result from a dominance of stochasticity throughout system lifetime,
and Type III may indicate initial instability, which is then rescued by
evolution or by stabilization of community dynamics.
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measure this. Systems might unexpectedly resuscitate, for ex-
ample, by recovering from resting spores, and it is difficult to
distinguish living from dead microbes (27). Indicators of system
failure would have to be adjusted depending on the question
asked. For example, if the process to be examined is the nitrogen
cycle, losing a signature of phototrophic activity could be con-
sidered system failure, perhaps evidenced by a lack of atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide drawdown in light.

After a failure criterion has been met, the microbial biospheres
could be destructively harvested to help establish the mecha-
nisms of failure, for example, by analyzing metabolite pools and
organismal abundance and activity. In ecology, we do not typi-
cally think of inherent system failure; ecologists study system-state
changes (e.g., alternative stable states) in response to external
drivers, but natural systems usually do not “fail” in the sense that
there is complete absence of a functioning, living system. The
term failure does appear in restoration ecology, but here, it only
implies that some goal of the restoration effort was not reached.
The study of microbial biospheres thus introduces a completely
new quality of failure, with mechanisms also diverging strongly
from those of open systems (Fig. 2).

It may therefore be necessary to develop theory around a
“time to failure” as a central value, with system failure defined for
the question at hand, and as a continuous variable rather than a
binary outcome. Perhaps such a body of theory can take in-
spiration from failure theory in machine design or material sci-
ence. For example, against this backdrop, we can ask whether, in
systems with a solid phase, filamentous fungi would help nutrient
cycles persist by spatially linking different process components.
Do diurnal or longer-term cycles favor the persistence of nutrient
flow patterns by generating time delays, or do they more likely
disrupt them? With all of the knowledge that we have built up
about the nitrogen cycle in natural populations and at a global
scale, could we produce persistent nitrogen cycles from only
known, defined organisms from the ground up?

Biogeochemical Cycles. By serving as models of biogeochemical
processes in miniature, microbial biospheres can provide new av-
enues to answer long-standing questions in ecosystem ecology. For
example, how and to what degree are process rates coconstrained
by multiple processes or just one main limiting process (Liebig’s
Law of the Minimum)? This has been mostly studied for primary
production and nutrient colimitation (28, 29), but closed systems
extend such questions of constraints to system persistence.

Highly replicated experiments can provide a wide range of
starting conditions (nutrient pools, organismal traits, abiotic con-
ditions) that can dissect the nature of such constraints on persis-
tence for a range of ecosystem processes. Such experiments
could also be used to explore biogeochemical tipping points (30)
and the assembly of microbial communities that lead to the initi-
ation of nutrient cycles within a given set of conditions (31). Hy-
potheses that only particular mixtures can function adequately
could perhaps be tested by coalescence (32) of successful and
unsuccessful systems to establish system resilience in the face of
invasion. Moreover, microbes are known to physiologically re-
spond to the size and geometry of their habitat (33), and eco-
logical dynamics unfold differently in containers of different size
(34). One compelling question could therefore be if is there a
minimum volume for biogeochemical cycles to persist. Is there a
lower limit to the degree of spatial heterogeneity to still permit
system persistence?

Just as the study of microbial symbiosis has profited from in-
clusion of ideas from economics (35), one might also expect that
there would be synergies between the study of matter-closed
systems and current interest in circular economies, a concept
based on eliminating waste and keeping products andmaterials in
use. Learning more about how cycles persist or how they fail (for
example, due to incomplete recycling) could help sharpen con-
cepts for circular economies (36).

Evolution. With large eukaryotes, it may be theoretically and
experimentally convenient to separate ecological and evolution-
ary processes, but it is harder to do so in the microbial world
where generation times are much shorter and population sizes are
larger. In any closed microbial system, evolutionary processes are
likely to be ongoing, even rampant, just as they are in “open”
microbial microcosms. There is also a sustained interest in in-
tegrating ecosystem ideas with evolutionary biology as evidenced
by selection directly on ecosystem functions (37) and by a growing
interest in the impact of genetic change in populations on eco-
system functions (38) and niche construction (39). However, we
know of no study of evolutionary changes in matter-closed sys-
tems, even though they have a huge advantage for long-term
studies in that the effort needed to maintain them is far lower
relative to serial transfer or even chemostats.

Important and intriguing questions are how evolution shapes
ecosystem properties (40), whether evolutionary processes will
stabilize or destabilize ecosystem processes, or more specifically,
whether they maximize certain ecosystem functions (e.g., energy
transfer rates, nitrogen cycling). For example, there might be an
expectation that selection at the individual level might maximize
rates of resource acquisition. While we know that microbes evolve
in terms of nutrient uptake and excretion (41), we do not know
whether evolutionary change would disrupt nutrient cycles or
enhance them, and if so, what mechanisms might be involved,
such as more effective use of existing resources or exploitation of
new resources (42). For example, would resource partitioning be
more likely to evolve in systems with more interacting species, or
would alternative competitive strategies, such as resource se-
questering, evolve? Would ecosystem functions evolve differently
when there are different resource or energy constraints? Is evo-
lution likely to lead to more or fewer trophic levels relative to some
initial state?

One controversial theory that could to be explored using mi-
crobial biospheres is the “It’s the song not the singer” idea of
Doolittle and Inkpen (42). This theory posits that ecosystem pro-
cesses (“songs”) can be regarded as units of evolution, with the
currency being differential persistence rather than reproduction.
Comparing nutrient cycles with different defined components
(“singers”) in terms of their persistence time in closed systems
would reflect these ideas.

Some genetic “control” over the evolutionary process could
be achieved by inclusion of sexual vs. sexual lineages, by addition
of mutagens, or by use of strains defective in genetic repair. Mi-
crobial eukaryotes, such as Chlamydomonas and Tetrahymena,
have alternative mating types, and the inclusion of only one vs.
both mating types can determine whether there is genetic re-
combination or not. Sexual reproduction can also have effects in
quite different ways. It may speed the rate of evolution, and it may
provide escape from extinction of small populations from Muller’s
ratchet or mutational “melt down” due to random fixation of
deleterious mutations. In serial transfer experiment, where a finite,
often very small number of individuals are transferred every few
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generations, sexual reproduction is critical for strain longevity by
providing recombinational escape (43). Such processes may de-
termine the persistence of ecosystem components and thus, de-
termine functioning of microbial biospheres.

A crucial feature to harness the full potential of microbial
biospheres would be to seed them with defined, genome-
sequenced isolates. Sampling and strain characterization as well
as high-throughput sequencing of outcomes in replicated bio-
spheres would enable the study of parallel evolution, help dis-
tinguish random from selected substitutions, and identify genes
responsible for changing ecosystem processes.

Conclusion
In suggesting that this is a timely moment for a renaissance of
experimental studies of ecosystem function and evolution using
microbial biospheres, we do not imply that the challenges seen by
the early pioneers in this field have all been solved or that there is
a singular preferred approach to such systems. Importantly, the
challenges themselves generate novel questions and innovative
approaches that can further studies in this rather forgotten field of

ecology and evolution. The enthusiasm of early pioneers of
closed-systems ecology never transferred itself to mainstream
ecology in part because of the intrinsic “black-box” nature of the
systems that they were investigating. We argue that a reductionist
approach to ecosystem ecology and evolution based on the
replicated study of much simpler self-enclosed microsystems
could pay huge dividends. Such approaches, while not address-
ing the immediate threats to our planet, will lead to a greater
understanding of system stability and persistence, nutrient and
carbon recycling, and ecosystem responses to microevolutionary
change. In the applied sphere, such approaches will lead to im-
proved microbial reactors for biosynthesis and to improved
strategies for engineering self-sustaining systems for space ex-
ploration or colonization of inimical habitats.
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